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Day-to-Day Tips for Managing Cognitive 
Challenges Due to Multiple Sclerosis

Challenges include: difficulty learning new material, forgetting appointments or someone’s name.

TIPS

Use sticky notes, notepads, planners, calendars, phone alarms or voice recorders
to make notes to yourself

Use colored baskets for specific items that are always in the same place

Use locating devices to help you find your car, keys, or other commonly misplaced items

Organize medications in pill boxes with clear headings 

Use phone apps to track appointments or when to take meds

Memory or Recall

Challenges include: difficulty focusing or inability to stick to one task without getting distracted.

TIPS

Minimize distractions: reduce clutter, work in a quiet area

Reduce interruptions: establish ground rules with family and friends,
let answering machine or voice mail pick up phone calls

Use earplugs or headphones to reduce noise

Work from home if possible

Attention and Concentration

Challenges include: being unable to respond quickly when a lot of information
is being presented or trouble handling deadlines.

TIPS

Ask others to slow down when they speak

Use voice recorders that you can go back to review information

Perform complex tasks earlier in the day when the mind is sharpest

Use brain games

Play an instrument, do a crossword puzzle

Information Processing



Challenges include: missing the point in conversations or trouble following
through with complicated tasks.

TIPS

Make lists and rank in order of priority

Write things down and make sure steps or ideas are in proper order

Take a moment to organize thoughts before responding

Use automated online bill pay for monthly bills

Use a calendar for planning and reminders

Take notes to track necessary details at work

Problem Solving and Dealing with Complex Tasks 

Challenges include: getting confused about right/left and north/south or trouble with depth perception.

TIPS

Use your finger or index cards to lead your eyes when reading

Use large print books or books on tape

Use GPS and map apps

Visual-Spatial Abilities

Challenges include: finding the right words or mixing words up.

TIPS

Describe the item

Substitute one word for another

Use gestures

Use a phone app like Find Synonyms

Choose audiobooks to listen to instead of reading a book

Verbal Fluency


